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Yes, we are here to stay and satisfy the students

THE FASHION TAILORS

Cleaning Pressing Dyeing Altering All Work Guaranteed Hand Pressing

37th and Chestnut

TELL THEM WHILE YOU ARE HOME THAT—

Pennsylvania was the first institution in this country to achieve the distinction of being known as a university; that its wealth of tradition has been growing ever since it was founded in 1740 by Ben-
jamin Franklin; that among its alumni living in the Revolutionary Days were as many or more prominent person-
ages than any other school could claim.

The Wharton School of Finance and Commerce was the first of its kind, and its establishement is the latter part of last century revolutionized the teaching of business and public service in the Uni-

Tell them while you are home that Pennsylvania is the birthplace of the University School of Architecture and its establishment in the latter part of last century revolutionized the teaching of business and public service in the Uni-

niversity of Pennsylvania.

The University School of Architecture is ranked second only to the Beaux Arts Institute of France, numbering in its faculty the greatest master of design in the world.

PLACE FIFTEEN COLLEGES ON APPROVED ASSOCIATION LIST

Fifteen additional members to the As-

sociation of Colleges and Preparatory

Schools of the Middle Atlantic States

and Maryland were announced at the

annual meeting in Wilmington, Del., by

the Commission on Institutions of High-
ner Education. Nine of these fifteen col-

ges were advanced from semi-approved institutions to complete membership in the

association.

All institutions placed on this list of

approved colleges have passed the right

requirements of the Association which

apply only to the liberal arts and scho-

ces of these universities and not to the

technical schools. The following colleges have been admitted to member-

ship in the association:
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**HOLIDAY SCOUTS OF APRIL**

Please hailled composed by W. J. Miller '23 and illustrated by W. T. Marie '24.

Managing editor Henth also has contributed a clever story entitled "Highland Hope." It has been illustrated by Pihie' 23. Following the story theme are Robert W. Service, Ryan '24 has written The Role of Smurdering thru with clever letters.

The mass issue of the Punch Bowl will appear the latter part of January. All material for this issue, "The New Leaf Number," is due on January 5, 1923. To-day at 6:45 there will be an important meeting for both the business and editorial boards in the Punch Bowl office.

**ALUMNI DISPLAY FIGHTING SPIRIT AGAINST VARIETY**

(Continued from page one)

Hard throw from Sullivan to McGraw and was the means of acquiring the Varsity's touchdown. The second half was full of action, for the older men had sensed the "big fight" and felt themselves back on the team when the games were real games. The Alumni had their opponents against the wall and it was only a fumble recovered by Westgate that saved the day for the '22 team. They increased by 20. It is hoped, especially by the old grads, that there is no change in the Varsity's fighting spirit from the season, during which time it was handicapped by numerous changes in the line-up. The Alumni title, however, was regained every year in the future. The past games of this sort that was played was in 1913 and its revival this year will probably result in future battles.

**War Veterans Select Emblem**

Orders are now being taken for the emblem selected by the C'est la Guerre Board. The pin cost $1.25 for the rolled emblem and $1.50 for the solid gold. Members who have not placed their orders as yet, may do so in the Houston Hall Office. A deposit of $1.00 is required.

**STATE'S BOWLS Unbeaten**

Penn State's soccer team has just completed its fourth successive undefeated season, during which time it was handicapped by numerous changes in the team coaches. This year's schedule included victories over such strong teams as Lehigh, Navy, and Harvard.

**THE PENNSYLVANIAN PRINTING CO.**

**Leading College Tailors**

365 WOODLAND AVENUE

**Book and Job Printers**

**Our Clothes**

Offer you excellence of material and correctness in style at a price that is moderate.

It is our good pleasure to extend you an invitation to inspect the latest approved patterns in the new seasons.

**PYLE and INNES**

Leading College Tailors

1115 WALNUT ST.

What are you going to give to Dad?

"AIN'T IT A GRAND AND GLORIOUS FEELING" TO HAVE DAD SLAP YOU ON THE BACK AND SAY, "THANKS, SON, COULDN'T BE BETTER." WE HAVE THE STUFF, JUMP IN WHILE THE SELECTION IS INTACT.
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Penn Men

Have you ever thought of having your clothes in a SPECIALTY SHOP? Specialty shopping is the new thing in Dietz and Watson's Wardrobe Department. We have in stock our Sports Line of Students' Clothes suitable for the student's complexion. We have also a new line of boys' suits. For the newest ideas, visit our Wardrobe Department. Ask for our Sports Line of Students' Clothes.

PHILANTHROPY BUILT HOSPITAL

Pennsylvania Hospital

History of Medical Units Shows Strong Trend to Athletics

Dr. D. H. Van Pelt, a member of the faculty of the University of Pennsylvania, has recently returned from a visit to the University of Oxford, where he was a member of the medical staff of the University of Oxford. He reported that the University of Oxford has a strong trend to athletics, and that the medical staff of the University of Pennsylvania is greatly interested in the development of athletics.

Class Pipes

I. G. Williams

37th and Locust Street

Pipe Repairing

B. B. TIDD, Inc.

36th Street

Pipe Repairing

Pays to Buy

L. G. Hardmouths

Because the "Kilmore" writes for better results. Also another pipe that suits all smokers.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

10 days $1.00

U. S. Government Underwear

1,000,000 pieces New Government Underwear. Only purchased by us to sell in the interests of our customers. Act now while stock lasts. Order by the dozen.

BASKETBALL TONIGHT

WEIGHTMAN HALL

Pennsylvania vs. U. S. Customs

PENNSYLVANIA—HER OFFENSE AND DEFENSE

Which Shall It Be?

The question is, which one to make the selection of the team that will be chosen for the championship game. The team that will be chosen will be the one that will be the best team for the championship game. The team that will be chosen will be the one that will be the best team for the championship game.

PENNSYLVANIA—HER OFFENSE

We may characterize the first policy as the "We will win" policy, and the second policy as the "We will try" policy.

 Every person approached answered the question, which one to make the selection of the team that will be chosen for the championship game. The team that will be chosen will be the one that will be the best team for the championship game.

We may characterize the first policy as the "We will win" policy, and the second policy as the "We will try" policy.

The part that the University hospitals have played in the development of medicine has been a significant one. In 1883 the Gibson Wing of the University of Pennsylvania was opened, and in 1884 the University of Pennsylvania Medical School was opened. The University of Pennsylvania Medical School has been a leader in the development of medicine, and has been a major factor in the advancement of medicine.
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